


Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Provider/Facility: TWIN LAKES AFH1 (689154) Intake ID(s): 3507605

License/Cert. #: AF751964
Investigator: Owusu-Acheampong, Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit E Investigation

Date(s):
04/17/2018
04/26/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 04/16/2018
Allegations:
1. The adult family home (AFH) was not sure of the Primary care provider (PCP) for the Named Resident (NR). The AFH Provider
did not have correct dates for the last visit to PCP.
2. The AFH Provider did not call case manager when NR went to the emergency department.
3. The AFH Provider did not schedule a follow-up for NR nor made efforts to get NR a PCP.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents, including

named resident
Observations: Residents general care,

meals, resident caregiver
interaction, general
environment.

Interviews: Residents, including
named resident,
caregivers, persons not
affiliated with the AFH.

Record Reviews: Residents record, hospital
visit summary,
medication
administration record.

Allegation Summary:
1. During visit, NR lived and received care from the AFH. The AFH Provider said the NR had not visited the PCP since NR moved
into the AFH. The AFH only became aware of that the NRs PCP was not active when the AFH called to make a follow-up
appointment after NRs illness. NR stated everything had been all right since AFH admitted NR on /2017.
2. The Provider said the case manager was not notified immediately because NR came back from the hospital at the same day.
3. The AFH Provider said the previous PCP has refused to continue take care of the NR. The AFH Provider stated the AFH called to
find a PCP but could not get one. The AFH was able to sign up NR with a visiting home doctor.
Review of assessment dated 08/21/2017, stated NR required blood work every 3 months. This was also noted in negotiated care
plan signed and dated 01/29/2018. The AFH did not know NR required blood work every three month.

Unalleged Violation(s):
cited

Yes No
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Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiencies dated 04/26/2018.
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Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Provider/Facility: TWIN LAKES AFH1 (689154) Intake ID(s): 3466119

License/Cert. #: AF751964
Investigator: Owusu-Acheampong, Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit E Investigation

Date(s):
12/28/2017
01/17/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 12/27/2017, 12/28/2017
Allegations:
#1. The plan is for named resident (NR) to move to another AFH. NR's belonging were moved to the other room and the NR's
eye glasses were broken and his stereo was broken in the move NR's jewelry box is missing and his electric blanket is missing.
The AFH staff took them.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: 2 Residents, Former

resident.
Observations: Residents' meals, general

care, resident caregiver
interaction.

Interviews: 2 Residents, Former
resident.

Record Reviews: Residents records, closed
record of FR, incident log,
inventory for FR.

Allegation Summary:
1. The NR (FR) no longer live in the AFH during the unannounced visit. The AFH Provider(AP) said FR had given permission for the
AFH to move his belonging into another room in his absent. The AP said he saw two pair glasse but he only had one previously.
FR's inventory list form dated 06/29/2017, showed FR had 1 pair of eye glasses, 1 stereo. The list did not show FR had electric
blanket, jewelry box.
AP was not sure of what happened to the FR's glasses and stereo. AP said he will pay if FR insisted
In an interview at another AFH the FR said several items he owed were given away to a friend when he moved into the AFH. FR
said the items were given not by will but because the AFH has no space for the many items FR had. FR believed the AFH would
have to pay for all the items FR gave away to the friend.

Unalleged Violation(s):
The AFH failed to ensure the home had a system in place to follow up on one resident blood sugar monitoring. The aFH also
failed to keep the one resident medication log up to date with all current medication.

Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written
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See statement of deficiency written for 01/17/2018.
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